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ABSTRACT
While core-orientation data are becoming more and more necessary for marine sedimentological studies, there are no rugged, inexpensive, or convenient compasses that are
insensitive to the ambient pressure, the inclination of the corer, and the bottom impact.
This paper describes some instruments designed in an attempt to overcome these problems.
A hemispherical compass, a free-floating spherical compass, an inexpensive "compass
smasher," and some proposed simplified models of these are described. The triggering
mechanisms consist basically of a stretched wire fastened to a yielding point on the corer,
this point being (i) a glass shear pin snapped off by the sediment, (ii) a tiny nose lever turned
up in the same way, or (iii) a releasing lock positioned on a mobile part of the corer.

Introduction. With the advances in sedimentology, particularly in microstructure, fabrics, and paleomagnetism, core orientation data have become very
necessary. It is foreseeable that corers soon will not be sent to the sea floor
without a device to record the core orientation (Rosfelder 1966).
So far as we know, the first attempt to obtain orientation data under water
was made 120 years ago in the Bay of Algiers by G. Aime for the purpose
of measuring currents. Since then a large number of subsea compass recorders
have been developed to obtain orientation data, mainly for current studies;
most of these devices could be applied to corers. The ingenuity and variation
in design is striking, as can be seen in the following list, which is limited to
oceanographic devices that work at ambient pressure without protective
casings: (i) a locking disc having a circumferential line of pins that drop down
and lock the compass needle (Aime 1845) or the compass disc (Bouma 1964);
(ii) small balls that fall into a partitioned compass disc (Ekman 1905); (iii) a
pointed pendulum that punches a hole in the compass disc (Ekman 1901,
1.
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Hemispherical compass.

Nansen 1906); (iv) a compass disc with raised numbers that stamps an aluminum foil (Dahl and Fjeldstadt 1949); (v) a compass needle with a raised
point that punches "north" on an acetate film (Felsher 1964); (vi) a sliding
pivot that pushes and jams the compass against the cover glass (Meyer l 877,
quoted from Richard 1908); and (vii) a compass secured in position by means
of a jellifying compound (Carruthers 1958).
A list of devices protected from the ambient pressure by a casing would
be far more extensive; such devices would include magnetic compasses or
gyrocompasses, time-delay devices, photographic devices, mechanical locks,
electrical telemeters, tape recorders, radio transmitters, etc. These have been
used by either oceanographers (e.g., Johnson and Wiegel 1958) or oil-well
surveyors and have been listed since the turn of the century in scientific
and patent literature.
However, to date, the compasses designed by Bouma ( 1964), Felsher ( 1964),
and Harrison et al. (in press), and those occasionally converted from inclinometers used in oil-well work are the only ones that have been effectively used
in oceanographic coring.
Although photoelectronic devices are now highly developed, we have found
that they involve excessive shipboard handling problems. This observation
has led us to seek a mechanical compass that will give both orientation and
inclination, will be reliable, accurate, small, compact, and easy to set, and will
require a minimum of handling. While the gyrocompass allows the use of
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magnetic metal on the sampling devices, we discarded it because it has the
disadvantage of involving a power source, a pressure case, and consequently
higher cost. Pressure cases were avoided since they necessitate more handling.
Hemisph erical Compass. Our first design incorporated the use of a standard
fluid navigational compass such as that used on sailboats. This compass has a
pivot that allows it to operate under a high angle of inclination. A lightweight
hemispherical dome of permeable synthetic foam was attached to the compass
disc, which could be locked with a double pin mounted on the glass dome
(Fig. I). For the prototype we used a single pin that was insufficient to give
true inclination data but easier to engineer. The spring-restrained pin was
actuated by the release of an eccentric loaded with a torsion spring. The
compass worked successfully at sea during several cruises in 1965.
A second model employed two matched pins and a light stainless-steel
seiving cloth ( 1-mm mesh) instead of the foam. The cloth was easier to shape
into a hemisphere than the foam, which required machining while frozen.
However, while working on this modified model, we developed a new design
that has two rather useful features for oceanographic purposes: no fragile
pivot point, and six degrees of freedom.
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Hemispherical Free-floating Compass. This design (Fig. 2) consists of a
polyethylene ball (3.8 cm in diameter) into which two magnets and an orienting
balance-weight have been set. This ball is placed in a spheroidal chamber and
immersed in a fluid of the same density; the fluid, which is chemically inactive
toward polyethylene, is merely a mixture of water and glycerine that produces
the proper density and viscosity. We found that, by giving the ball a slight
positive buoyancy and placing three tiny sapphire bearings on the upper wall
of the chamber, the compass maintained a free and stable motion. The compass chamber is pressure-stabilized through a second connecting chamber containing a diaphragm. The compass is locked by a spring-loaded plunger, which
is cocked in an open position by a lever under tension of the triggering wire.
Two of these compasses were built (Fig. 3), and both were successfully
tested at sea in September 1965 during a cruise of the R/V HoRIZON. We are
currently using them on large box corers (Reineck 1958, 1963, Bouma and
Marshall 1964) designed to obtain heavy, bulky cores from canyon and fan
areas. The two models match within I o 0 of maximum difference, which
indicates the accuracy of these prototypes.
A simpler and more compact version has been designed to reduce construction costs, mainly by using a cylindrical chamber and a rolling diaphragm, thus
eliminating the lower stabilizing chamber and plunger seal (Fig. 4). To improve the compass and obtain a higher degree of accuracy, this modified design
is being built with closer tolerances and with a polypropylene ball whose compressibility more closely matches the fluid compressibility than does polyethylene.
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Figure 4. Free spherical compa ss (proposed simplified des ign).
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Fi gu re 5. Compass sma sher. 1 , cocked position; 2 : smashing position; 3, open posi tion after smashing, showing the crushed expendable compass .
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Compass Smasher. This device (Fig. 5), completed the day before the
spherical compass was first used at sea, was designed and built in order to have
a substitute if the spherical compass was lost, damaged, or did not work. The
compass smasher is merely a destructive device that smashes an inexpensive
compass and jams its needle and pivot on the case. It worked surprisingly well,
but obviously it did not provide the same accuracy as the compasses described
above. It used either compasses sealed with a fluid or compasses open to the
seawater, which acts as a compass fluid and eventually improves the stability
of the needle. The first model was built with a weight, which was locked
with a lever and then dropped down with the help of large rubber bands. The
lever is actuated by the release of the triggering wire, as in the preceding
compasses. These features, as shown in Fig. 5, were incorporated only to
obtain the same outside dimensions as the spherical compass and to fit a similar
housing on the corer.
Fig. 6 shows a modification of this compass smasher, using a spring instead
of a gravity-driven weight.
The compasses used at sea were inexpensive toy compasses. The main
inconvenience with this type of compass was the swelling of the cardboard,
which jammed the needle after about 20 minutes underwater. This difficulty
can obviously be avoided when necessary by dismantling and spraying the
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Figure 6. Compass smasher (proposed compact design).
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compass with a plastic film, or by using fluid-filled card compasses that are
more expensive but are also available on the toy market. The reliability of
this compass smasher was better than I / I 2 of the circle, and in two-thirds
of the cases its data matched within I 0 ° the data from the spherical compass.
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Figure 7. Triggering with glass rods. A, over-all view; B, rod set in a square nose; C, rod set in a
cylindrical nose.

Comments. The spherical compass is convenient for use with large corers
designed for the purpose of studying the microsedimentary or paleomagnetic
features of undisturbed samples that require good orientation. The compass
smasher would give cruder orientation data, but it is a cheaper and more rugged
tool. Both devices are not affected by the corer impact on the sediment.
To avoid the magnetic influence of the corer, the compasses were positioned
on a protruding arm on the box corer (Bouma and Marshall I 964, Bouma
1964). Error due to the metal mass was lowered to less than 5° by positioning
the compass in this manner. On the long square corers (Rosfelder and Marshall,
in press), the upper weightstand is made of nonmagnetic metals and the compasses are housed directly on the weightstand, avoiding the handling risks of a
protruding arm.
Triggering Mechanisms. None of the common triggering mechanisms used
on grabs or corers to initiate their closure or their free-fall (through a change
in tension of the main wire, through a change in load of the instrument when
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reaching or leaving the sea fl oor, through a tripping weight, or through a
mercury switch acting on bottom contact) seemed reliable and simple enough
for the specific purpose of triggering a compass lock. Our mechanical system
afforded a very simple but reliable triggering mechanism ; it consists basically
of: (i) loading the compass latch-lever with a spring or rubber band, (ii) keeping
the latch-lever open under tension with a wire stretched by a stronger spring
or a shock cord, and (iii) fastening the wire extremity to a yielding point on
the instrument itself in order to have a ri gid link between the latch and the
releasing point on the corer until contact with the bottom is made. T he
yielding point to which the wire is fastened can be a mobile part of the corer
that is actuated on bottom contact - the blade lever of the box corer previously mentioned, or a device specifically fitted on the corer for this purpose.
On the large gravity corers and on the Phleger-type corers used by us, equally
satisfactory results were obtained with a glass shear pin or a tiny permanent
lever.
Fi g. 7 shows two ways of adjusti ng the glass shear pin on a square or cylindrical core nose. A slight scratch on the glass provides a reliable rupture at
the desired point. The wire is fastened on the pin with a ri ng held in position
by a rubber band near the scratch.
In Fig. 8 we have plotted experimental rupture data pertinent to the use of
glass pins. These values are based on actual tests at sea. The usable sizes range
between two limits: (i) low ratio length/diameter, when a short and thick pin
will not be broken in the sediments with a slow winch speed, and (ii) high
ratio when a long and thin pin will snap off prematurely under the strain of
water resistance with a high winch speed, during a free fall, or under occasional
accelerati on. The recommended sizes between these two limits agree with
an optimum ratio length/diameter = I o fo r common laboratory glass rod .
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F igure 8. Use of glass rods as triggering mechanisms. On the right, maxi mum loa d for (a) rods withou t a ru ptu re scratch, (b) rods with a rupture scratch.
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Figure 9· Triggering with a nose lever. A, design effectively used on a square nose; B, alternative
design for round or square noses.

Fig. 9 illustrates two designs for a permanent lever on the core nose. On
penetration, the sediment pushes the lever upward and the wire is released.
The first design was used efficiently on our long square box corer; the second
design is an alternative solution. Should a more stabilized reading be desired,
these releases can be reversed so that they release as the sampler is being pulled
from the sediment.
After being used at sea during several cruises, this long square box corer
was modified with a sliding weight, and the release mechanism was placed
directly on this weight, using the device shown in Fig. r o. The wire is disconnected when the weight goes up during the penetration of the corer. This
keeps the compass from being unlocked when the weight slides back down
during ascent of the device.
Details not given here may be obtained by writing directly to the authors.
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Triggering with a stabilizing weight. A, over-all view; B, release-mechanism detail.
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